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BD 3579

received 16.10.1945

Last days ....
Future - Present ....
God has foretold people what will happen to earth in accordance with
His eternal plan of Salvation .... He does not want them to experience
the last day unprepared, He does not want to surprise them suddenly in
their imperfection but give them ample opportuni beforehand to achieve
perfection. He wants to urge them to become spiritual, He wants to warn
them of the consequences if they ignore His reminders, and He wants to
inform His Own of all events which shall come to pass during the last
days in order to strengthen their faith and to give them hope and trust for
their deliverance. He will not allow anything to happen to earth without
informing people ﬁrst, so that they should recognise Him in all forthcoming
events. But He will never divert from His eternal plan of Salvation which
He has wisely considered in knowledge of its eﬀectiveness. e end may
well take its time but it will irrevocably arrive, and for that reason all
prophecies concerning earth and the signs of the last days should be taken
literally. And thus the human being can expect the end at any hour, he
should always anticipate that the end could occur in the present time, and
therefore attach great importance of improving himself, his soul, so that it
can emerge unharmed and stand before God on judgment day. As soon as
the human being believes the end to be in the future he becomes indiﬀerent
and slow in the work on himself.
However, if he anticipates that God's prophecies could fulﬁl themselves
in the present time he takes the transformation of his nature seriously,
and this is God's intention from the start, and He urges people to change
their nature. But yet one day His proclamations will become the present
and shall fulﬁl themselves word for word. And just prior to the events
people will least believe the prophecies and this itself will demonstrate that
the last days have arrived. When no-one anticipates the transformation of
earth any longer, when people reject all relevant information, when they
look at all events from an entirely earthly and material point of view and
ignore the divine Creator, i.e. when they negate every connection between
humani 's fate and divine will .... then the hour is not far, because then
humani has reached the degree of maturi which causes the end. And
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then God's proclamations shall fulﬁl themselves literally, to the horror of
those who do not believe and hence are completely unprepared, and to the
joy and comfort of the few who are waiting for the last hour as the hour of
deliverance from greatest earthly distress. Because one day even the future
will become the present, and although God's love is inﬁnitely great, one
day God's justice will take its place and end a condition which is disastrous
for the still imperfect spiritual substances in the universe. And for that
reason people should be repeatedly reminded of the end, they should be
informed of the Word of God Who uses His prophets to warn and remind
people and hence speaks to them through mediators .... e end is close at
hand and blessed is he who believes the prophecies and prepares himself.
e day will come unexpectedly and take all living beings from earth to
lead them either into eternal life or into death, as God has proclaimed in
Word and scripture ....
Amen

BD 3580

received 17.10.1945

Miracles ....
False prophets ....
Don't allow yourselves to be deceived, because the adversary constantly
seeks to keep you in darkness and to obscure the light from above. He tries
to trap you with lies and falsehoods and thereby render you unreceptive to
the absolute truth. He is always plotting to obscure your vision, to confuse
your senses and to shroud the essence of the eternal Dei , and uses means
which are diﬃcult to discern as Satan's work of deception if the sincere will
for pure truth does not exist. He feigns pie towards people, his appearance
is that of an angel of light because the people themselves desire radiance
and splendour and can only imagine divine glory as external magniﬁcence.
He feigns the illusion of God's glory when he ﬁnds gullible people who
derive pleasure from it. And through them he spreads lies and misleading
notions and thus obscures the thoughts of human beings. ey accept the
falsehood and reject the pure truth which God Himself sends in plain form
to earth ....

BD 3580
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And thus the lies and fallacies spread much faster than the truth, because
this is what people themselves want and because those who spread falsehoods work in the guise of being a representative of Christ's teachings and
hence ﬁnd approval everywhere. Satan works with cunning and force ....
He uses human beings who do not sincerely desire the truth, and they are
his slaves because they do not sincerely desire God either, Who is the eternal truth Himself. And thus Satan, the lord of falsehood, has an easy time.
Human establishments can only be of lasting value when God's support is
called upon. And God wants to be called upon in spirit and in truth, otherwise He will not listen. is excludes every outer formali ; all kinds of
ceremony, splendour and grandeur prevent the right kind of prayer, prayer
in spirit and in truth .... He who takes notice of external events will ﬁnd
making an inner connection with God very diﬃcult, because the adversary
will always step between him and God, divert his attention and capture
his senses with external impressions. And therefore do not look for God
in grandeur and splendour, do not look for him in surroundings where
earthly matter has its greatest eﬀect .... is is the ﬁeld of God's adversary
and he works it with success.
God reveals Himself in secret, He reveals Himself in people who are lowly
and humble. He reveals Himself in those who shall speak on His behalf
because His revelations apply to all of humani and the individual person
merely serves as His tool through which He speaks to the people Himself.
His revelations primarily aim to spread the truth and to proclaim His will,
adherence to which results in eternal bliss for the human being. rough
seers and prophets He will also announce the end of the world and draw
attention to the signs of the last days. It is His will that humani be given
the relevant information, that no one shall claim that they have not been
reminded and warned when the end takes them by surprise. ese seers
and prophets will always be human beings with profound faith and love,
otherwise God's adversary will choose people to work for him and ﬁnd
their approval. Consequently particular attention has to be paid to the
conduct of those who call themselves God's servants, whether it complies
with God's will, with His commandments.
But then the revelations should also be believed. God works in silence,
albeit in a clear and remarkable way, yet not in miracles which would force
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people to believe, just as He excludes all outward show because He is not
trying to win over the people of the world with splendour and grandeur,
but He wants to turn their hearts away from that worldly light of deceit.
Worldly people have to be able to explain unnatural events by natural
means, otherwise they would be forced into believing, which God would
never sanction. And thus only profoundly devout human beings will have
extraordinary revelations when God's love wants to award those and He
wants to reveal Himself to them. However, public miracles compel people
to believe and they would not progress spiritually because fear of God can
never take the place of love which the human being has to feel for Him in
order to join Him. But miracles only cause fear in the immature person and
never love ....
Nevertheless Satan does use such means; in this manner he wants to
prevent human beings from loving God, and his work shall be unhindered
where there is a lot of sinfulness and where human beings are seldom
introspective but worldly-minded instead. But even there he appears under
the cover of pie . He pulls the wool over people's eyes, stopping them from
seeing clearly and thus exercises his inﬂuence. is is further aided by false
representatives of Christ, who deem themselves destined to spread His
teachings but who are not suﬃciently living in truth themselves to separate
lie and falsehood as such and to exclude them. Because he works with
cunning and power .... God, however, is love, and only love ﬂows from His
revelations and cultivates love. And thus you should apply this standard ....
Truth is where love is taught and practised because there is God Himself
.... But where the light of the world shines too brightly God's adversary
makes himself known .... And his activi is falsehood and opposes God
even if he tries to appear in a disguise of light. Anyone whose will is turned
towards God knows him in spite of his disguise, and he is destined to warn
his fellow human beings of the false prophets who will always appear when
people are in need but who will even worsen spiritual hardship instead of
reducing it. And God calls out to people: Beware of false prophets because
the last days will be used to work against God, against the eternal truth ....
Amen

BD 3580
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received 29.10.1945

` e gates of hell ....'
Church of Christ ....
e quintessence of Christ's teaching is the commandment of love for God
and one's neighbour. Hence, wherever this is taught and practiced, there
is true Christiani , there is the church of Christ, which has its foundation
in its ﬁrm faith in Him and which therefore will continue when all else
comes to an end. His church comprises believers who live according to
His commandment of love and who are therefore permeated by His spirit
which manifests itself openly or in secret, depending on what is best for
the individual soul. And Jesus Christ guaranteed that this church will last
forever with the Words ` e gates of hell shall not prevail against it ....'At
the same time His Words indicated that it will be attacked by the forces of
hell .... And His Word is truth and will come to pass at the end of the time
granted by God for the souls'redemption. en the church of Christ will be
assailed by forces which are hostile to God, yet it will remain victorious and
be recognised as everlasting by its followers, by the communi of believers
who practise true Christiani , abide by the teachings of Christ and live a
life of love.
However, this church of Christ will be small, only a small group will belong
to it and yet, it will be represented all over the world .... truly lovingly active
people and therefore true Christians will live all over the world. eir love
will gain them wisdom, and thus they will also be profoundly devout and
acknowledge the God of love Who embodied Himself on earth in Jesus
Christ and consciously strive towards Him. ey were all promised by
God that He would remain with them until the end, He promised them
His spirit because they belong in truth to His church which He Himself
founded. And thus He will protect them until the end from spiritual and
earthly ruin, because they live according to Christ's teaching .... with love
for God and their neighbour .... and belong to those who will be shielded
from death, who will be taken by God into the kingdom of peace before
the immense destruction takes place .... e small group constituting His
church will be the foundation again on the new earth, Christ's teaching will
be proclaimed once more, love will be cultivated and the people of the new
earth will live in deep faith, for God's love had revealed itself to them, He
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Himself will stay in their midst because they fulﬁl His commandment of
love for God and their neighbour .... And thus God's church will continue,
it will survive all times because it will always be followed by people whose
faith in the Redeemer of the world ﬁlls them with love and whose activi
consists of a constant service in love .... because nothing can cease to exist
which originates in God, which accepts love as its basic principle and
therefore is divine ....
Amen
received 03.11.1945

BD 3593
e spiritual and material worlds oppose each other ....

e material world and the spiritual kingdom oppose each other, consequently their demands on the human being are also of a conﬂicting nature,
and no human being can ever do justice to both but unconditionally has to
meet the requirements of one world. Understandably, the spiritual kingdom can only give spiritual wealth and this under conditions which disagree
with worldly longings, while the world oﬀers human beings earthly wealth
which meets their needs. However, worldly longing is in opposition to the
demands of the spiritual kingdom insofar as it puts physical pleasures and
physical well-being into the forefront and aggravates or makes it entirely
impossible for the soul to strive for the spiritual kingdom .... because the
soul has to fulﬁl the demands of the spiritual kingdom and persuade the
body to share the same desire which, however, necessitates the surrender
of earthly longings. us two worlds are facing each other and the human
being has to decide which world to choose. And at all times one world will
demand the rejection of the other world, at all times either the body or the
soul has to speak, to be precise, the soul has to decide whether its own development is more important than the body's well-being during its life on
earth as a human being. e spiritual kingdom bestows the most delightful
gi s upon the soul and although as human being it cannot understand
their true value they are nevertheless eternal and denote a wealth which
the soul will be able to use in the spiritual kingdom for its own happiness.
e world also oﬀers treasures for the body but these are short-lived and
cannot be taken across into the spiritual kingdom. ey will disintegrate
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like the body disintegrates when the soul moves from the physical world
into the spiritual kingdom. And since the soul on earth can only receive
from one kingdom it will be poor in the spiritual kingdom if it has only
paid homage to the world. Voluntary surrender of earthly goods inevitably
results in the possession of spiritual wealth because the soul only abandons
the former due to love, or the desire for earthly goods will be predominant.
And where love has awakened, the soul will unconsciously strive towards
the spiritual kingdom and disregards earthly wealth. And thus the human
soul has to decide during its life on earth whether to make the earthly
world or the spiritual kingdom the goal of its aspiration. And its fate in the
spiritual kingdom, to where it will proceed a er its time of earthly trial has
come to an end, will depend on this decision .... Prosperi or pover , bliss
or a pitiful state .... but bliss will necessitate the surrender of everything
that is earthly and thus temporary ....
Amen

BD 3595

received 05.11.1945

Duration of shaping the new Earth ....
Paradise ....
e time it will take to shape the new Earth would astonish people if they
knew about it. Yet their concept of time will have been taken from them
while they stay away from Earth in the kingdom to which God's love will
lead His faithful followers in order to complete the act of destruction of
the old Earth. ey will live in bliss and peace, no longer being subjected
to the enemy of their body and soul, they completely hand themselves
over to God's reign because their love and faith is so deep that they will
be in heartfelt contact with God. And thus God proceeds with His work
of shaping a new Earth which is to serve God's faithful followers as an
abode. He will not need the time which any other earthly creation usually
requires; instead, He creates new forms which are to shelter the still
immature spiritual substances for the purpose of their higher development
in an instant. And, since the people will have lost all sense of time during
their rapture from the old Earth until their return to the new Earth, they
will certainly be able to appreciate the marvellous creations but not the
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great miracle of their sudden emergence. Countless creations will arise in
an instant from God's love and strength which will delight the human eye
and exponentially increase their love and gratitude towards God. en
people will start a new life which will completely deviate from their life on
the old Earth, for there will be profound peace on earth, people will live
together in love and harmony, each one helping the other with love, and all
people's eyes and thoughts will be turned upwards, for they are in heartfelt
contact with God, God Himself will dwell in their midst, teaching them and
distributing spiritual wealth and they will glori and praise Him without
end. And so only short periods of time, judged by human standards, will
be enough to result in a complete change, and the people of this earth will
have the opportuni to marvel at the new creations and compare them
with the old ones. ese will be the people who possess the knowledge
of God's Word and who are therefore also acquainted with God's plan of
salvation for the spiritual beings. ey will consciously expect the Day of
Judgment, the rapture and the destruction of the old Earth, yet prior to this
they will go through anxious times of adversi in order to then be allowed
to populate the new Earth as victors, as God has promised.
erefore
people should be informed in order to oﬀer them the opportuni to pay
attention to the progression of world events and thereby recognise that the
time of the end has come, so that they will endeavour to belong to those
who will not perish with the old Earth but, as God's faithful confessors,
may ﬁnd His love and grace and be permitted to start the paradise-like life
on the new Earth instead .... People ought to know what time they live in.
Nevertheless, the knowledge conveyed to them does not oblige them to
believe .... ey are at liber to form a mental opinion about it, yet it is one
more opportuni to ﬁnd God and to ensure the soul's life. For everything
will come to pass as God proclaimed a long time before, because His Word
is and will remain truth for all eterni ....
Amen

BD 3595
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received 06.11.1945

God is the Word ....
God's presence ....
Diﬀerent conveyance of the Word ....
And thus I Am in the midst of you in the Word as I have promised. I won't
leave you on your own and you shall also feel My presence, and so I draw
near to you in the Word, for I Myself Am the Word and anyone who has
My Word can also speak of My presence and feel protected near to Me. I
Myself Am a Spirit Which is not bound to any material form but is strength
and light to the highest degree and Which, due to Its will and Its thinking
abili , has to be addressed as a Being, Which takes eﬀect with love and
wisdom and therefore emanates love and wisdom into eterni . And My
love expresses the strength and the light in a form which you humans can
become aware of, as you are not yet mature enough in order to receive
strength and light in its fundamental substance .... And this expression
is My Word, which I convey to you so that you shall gain maturi .... A
Spirit which is light and strength in itself can in fact only be present in the
form of light and strength, and thus My Word, the emanation of Myself,
has to incorporate light and strength within itself, and this characterises
My closeness. And therefore I gave you the promise that I will stay with
you until the end of the world .... by the fact that My spirit is always
with you who want to receive light and strength .... by the fact that My
directly emanated Word is constantly conveyed to you in order to make My
presence known to you. I Am with you .... and even if I don't visibly dwell
among you, you nevertheless have the evidence of My presence in your
hands if you recognise Me in the Word. For I Myself Am the Word .... and
you will constantly receive it as soon as you desire Me and My being close
to you.
us anyone who recognises Me in the Word will also be profoundly happy
that I Am close to him, and all doubt, all fear and all worry will leave him
because he knows that the One is beside him Who will helpfully support
him in every adversi of body and soul. Consequently, My will grants
strength and grace, for anyone desiring My Word will open the door to his
heart through which I can enter in order to take abode in it. And I will never
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ever leave him again once his will applies to Me and he has recognised Me
in the Word.
For the Word is the medium through which I express Myself, through
which the most perfect Spirit of eterni reveals Himself to the imperfect
beings in order to lead them to perfection .... I Am close to you .... So why
do you who have My Word, who receive it directly or through the mouth of
the recipient, still hesitate and worry .... I Am with all of you, because your
desire for My Word demonstrates your love for Me .... And remember that
only the ﬂow of My Word to you gives you the certain proof that I Myself
Am with you. Anyone who does not desire to hear Me does not desire My
presence, his heart does not strive towards Me, for it would long for the
expression of My love, for proof of My presence. Admittedly, the desire for
My Word can certainly vary .... the human being can want to be comforted
and strengthened through spiritual consolation, he can want to enrich his
knowledge of spiritual spheres, he can also think of Me with gratitude
and therefore want to express it by desiring My presence, he can want to
remain with Me in intimate dialogue and accept My Word in his thoughts
.... yet he must always be spiritually minded, then I will also let Myself
be found and his call will draw Me to himself, and I will reveal Myself
through My Word, since otherwise the human being would be unable to
endure My presence. And likewise My Word will be conveyed to him in
diﬀerent ways .... through the direct working of the spirit within him so
that he will be able to hear My Word himself .... through receiving it from a
direct recipient who proclaims My Word on My instructions, or by way of
mental transmission of knowledge from the spiritual kingdom .... through
reading the Word I convey to earth .... through spiritual conversations with
fellow human beings .... I will always look a er a heart which desires Me, I
will always be with those who want to hear Me, for I Myself Am the Word,
and thus I Myself dwell amongst people if they listen to My Word with
the sincere will to let Me speak to them. en I will oﬀer them the bread
of heaven, My ﬂesh and My blood .... And if they thus eat and drink Me
Myself they have to be most intimately united with Me .... if they accept
My Word in profound faith that I Am the Word Itself they will accept Me
in their hearts and I will constantly please them with My presence .... For
I gave you the promise that I will stay with you until the end of the world,
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and every Word of My promise will come true, because My Word is and
will remain the truth for all eterni ....
Amen

BD 3597

received 08.11.1945

Appeal for inner enlightenment ....
Every human being can appeal for the grace of inner enlightenment and
he will receive from God what he desires. Correct thinking and the right
kind of conduct will result if God enlightens the person's spirit, and thus
anyone who prays for the grace of inner enlightenment will lead a way of
life corresponding to God's will, for if God's spirit determines the person's
thoughts and actions he will only accomplish what is good and need not
fear to do wrong. Yet he will have to pay attention to the inner voice,
he must hand himself over to the working of the spirit, that is, he must
open his heart in order to let the thoughts conveyed to him from the
benevolent spiritual side inﬂuence him. e human being's will determines
the spiritual beings'inﬂuence on him. If he desires to become enlightened
by God then God will assign beings to his side which will guide his thinking
correctly, providing he does not oppose them. Opposition, however, would
be an unbending will which cannot be guided, which, prior to the appeal
for inner enlightenment, has had goals in mind and is a erwards unwilling
to let go of them in order to entrust himself to God's guidance without
resistance. Anyone appealing to God for spiritual enlightenment must be
willing to meekly hand himself over to His guidance, he must only ever
listen to within himself and give in to the prompting of his heart which will
urge him to do or not to do this or that. He must let himself be guided by
his feeling, for this is God's voice as soon as the person seriously strives
to do what is right. e more he lets his own will become active the less
audible will be the spirit's voice, God requires a relinquishing of will, a
subordination to divine will in order to be able to work in the person
through His spirit.
God's spirit will speak audibly and clearly in all who unconditionally hand
themselves over to God .... He will lead them through all dangers, He
will guide their thinking right, and what they should then do or not do
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will be correspond to divine will. Admittedly, this does not comply with
human requirements which only consider it sensible to pursue a designated
goal, which are thus intended to activate a person's own will and regard
a relinquishing of will as a shortcoming. As long as the human being
deems himself strong enough and believes able to master everything solely
through his determination he will undoubtedly be able to achieve earthly
success but never progress spiritually, for his thinking and activi will not
always comply with God's will because he fails to appeal for God's spirit ....
for inner enlightenment. For God's adversary interferes quite o en with
his thinking and activi ; the person listens to suggestions made by the
beings which are subject to the opposing power and his way of life will
be accordingly. erefore pray for the grace of inner enlightenment, pray
for the working of the divine spirit within you, and then let yourselves by
guided by the thought ﬂowing into you .... comply with the urging of your
heart and you won't have to be afraid to think or act wrongly, for God will
answer your prayer and He Himself will work through His spirit in people
who entrust themselves to Him .... as He has promised ....
Amen

BD 3606

received 20.11.1945

Stormy times before the Last Judgment ....
Paradise ....
e Last Judgment will put an end to all abominations and peace will be on
Earth for a long time. ere will be a state of divine order on earth where
only peace will reign, where love will unite all people, where the individual
person's love will also guarantee God's working through His spirit, where
everyone will be able to hear God's voice and be exceedingly happy to know
God is so close to him .... where God will also visibly dwell amongst His
Own in an as yet inconceivable way for present-day people .... People on the
new earth will live in paradise again, in harmony of soul, in yearning for
God and His love and in constant fulﬁlment of their longing. And all evil
will be banished for a long time .... Yet before this state can come to pass on
Earth a storm must sweep across it with a puri ing and devastating eﬀect, a
storm which only people with profound faith and loyal to God will stand

BD 3606
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up to. ey will suﬀer great distress yet their later time on the new earth
will amply compensate them for all previous adversities and aﬄictions.
For as soon as evil has lost its power they will no longer be harassed and
most blissful peace on Earth will be their fate .... is is why the ﬁnal
stormy time should not be dreaded by the believers, for God's will is above
all happenings, God's love will work amongst His Own and His power
will overcome Satan's power at the right time. And regardless of what will
threaten the believers, worldly power, human hatred and unkindness will
be unable to prevent the coming bliss on Earth or in the kingdom of the
beyond for those who will remain loyal to God .....
ey cannot kill the soul although they want to kill the body. Yet God
will even prevent this because He wants His Own to inhabit the paradise
of the new earth .... because they are intended to form the root of the
new generation and because they shall be compensated for their previous
time of distress as a sign of God's greater than great love which wants to
provide His Own with a blissful fate on Earth. erefore they will also be
endowed by God with extraordinary strength with which they will be able
to overcome all evil and which will enable them to stand up to the worst
hostili . For the bulwark of their faith will be most violently shaken ....
And only in those who have overcome their desire for the earthly world
will the strength arise to oﬀer resistance. But anyone who will still allow
himself to be captivated by the appeal of the world will relinquish all
resistance, he does not belong to the ﬂock of those faithful to God, he will
sell his soul for ill-reward, for whatever he believes himself to have gained
will crumble on the Day of Judgment .... And all atrocities will come to
an end on this day .... all God-opposing spirits will be banished and a
state of calm will ensue in the whole of the universe, a state of peaceful
activi which is incomparable to the peace of death. e latter is the fate
of the banished spirits which will be bound in utter weakness within solid
matter and for an inﬁnitely long time be unable to become active .... And
this is the time you humans are approaching, and you don't have much
time le . If you want to be successful during the last days before the day
of Judgment you must still diligently work at improving yourselves, you
must contact God increasingly more sincerely, you must draw strength for
yourselves daily and hourly and constantly remain in prayer in order to
always receive strength as soon as you open your heart and desire God's
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grace and strength. And He will be and remain with His Own until the
end, He will dwell with them in the paradise of the new earth and stay
inextricably united with them for all eterni ....
Amen

BD 3610

received 22.11.1945

Cause, purpose and aim of suﬀering ....
Awareness ....
Transience ....
Worldly minded people are so far removed from the truth that they are
unaware of how much strength they can draw from faith and a heartfelt
bond with God, and thus they only ever take notice of world events and do
not realise that this wrong attitude towards God is the cause of every world
event which results in human suﬀering. And as long as human beings lack
this insight, the state of suﬀering cannot change either. Time and again
the suﬀering will merely adopt diﬀerent shapes, so that the diversi of
their hardship and sorrow will eventually make people understand that a
power other than human will is behind the sorrow, that human will alone is
not the cause but that the will of a higher power simultaneously steps into
action, and that they will develop a certain opinion about this higher power.
e knowledge of pure truth explains everything; it makes the immense
hardship comprehensible because its cause, purpose and objective are
identiﬁable. Change is only possible when people adapt themselves to the
purpose and objective, i.e. when they try to solve the cause of sorrow and
hardship which, however, is and remains incomprehensible to the worldly
minded person as long as the world is his priori , as long as he provides his
body with all privileges and starves the soul.
e knowledge of truth can only be given to the person who detaches
himself from the world, for if the knowledge is conveyed to the worldly
minded person he will not recognise it as truth and reject it. us increased
suﬀering will put him into a situation which will make him receptive to
truth .... by learning to understand through suﬀering and hardship the
worthlessness of worldly goods and reducing the longing for those same
goods .... e desire for truth will increase accordingly, providing he is
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not inﬂuenced by negative forces who completely confuse his reasoning
and attempt to divert him from the truth, who incite hatred in the person
the more the world and its joys disappoint him. But such people will not
ﬁnd the connection to God on earth anymore, and every means employed
by God is in vain. Nevertheless it is an advantage for the human soul to
recognise the transience of earthly values while it is still on earth, where
it can learn to despise them and is no longer excessively bound by them
to earth when it departs, even if it enters the beyond with a low degree of
maturi . In that case, overcoming matter in the spiritual kingdom will not
be quite so diﬃcult and the process of higher development in the spiritual
kingdom can progress faster once it has ﬁnally started. e soul will then
accept the truth more readily in the spiritual kingdom, it will not oppose
God as much as on earth.
Consequently, the fate of the departed souls is not as hopeless if intense
suﬀering on earth had made them aware of the transience of earthly
possessions even if they lose their earthly lives as apparent victims in times
of hardship. And thus even suﬀering and hardship caused by evil human
will is of beneﬁt for the souls who are still very distant from God, hence
God allows human beings to rage against each other of their own free will
until He Himself commands an end when it fulﬁls His plan of eterni .
And as long as people live in ignorance, as long as they do not want to hear
the truth, He will allow them to mature through their own actions and
experience untold perils and suﬀering, because this is what they want and
therefore they are the instigators of their own suﬀering ....
Amen

BD 3612

received 24.11.1945

Consciously listening within ....
e voice of the spirit ....
To consciously listen within oneself furthers spiritual development to
a great extent, for this enables the direct acceptance of strength from
the spiritual kingdom. It demonstrates the will to make contact with the
spiritual sphere, that is, with God, and where this will exists there is also the
guarantee that God will draw close to a person, that He will reveal Himself,
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mentally or through the voice of the spirit which, however, can only be
heard by a person who has prepared himself for receiving spiritual gi s.
But he will be greatly blessed .... A source will be opened up to him from
which he can constantly draw a delectably refreshing drink, God Himself
will oﬀer him a gi which is bound to advance his higher development
because it originates from God and acts as a means to totally unite the
person with God. An incredible wealth of grace will be made accessible
to him, everlasting treasures which come from the spiritual kingdom and
which the person will be able to take across into the spiritual kingdom in
order to work with them there for his own happiness and for the salvation
of innumerable souls in need. e spiritual wealth accepted by a person
through the inner voice is o en so extensive that he is unable to fully
understand and use it, nevertheless, he will be inconceivably happy in the
spiritual kingdom, for the extent of his wealth also determines his activi
and the degree of his bliss. He accepted the divine gi of his own free will,
he has voluntarily worked at shaping himself into a receiving terminal for
the strength of the spirit, and this will is blessed by God .... He lets His
spirit take eﬀect in the person, He imbues him with strength and grace,
He grants him unlimited knowledge and guides him into eternal truth
.... But He can never ever oﬀer this delectable gi to a human being who
does nothing in order to make himself receptive, who neglects to work at
improving himself or who refrains from consciously listening within .... For
imparting spiritual wealth to him would signi compulsory faith and the
soul's maturing against his will, but this would contradict the divine law of
order.
To someone who remains in private communication with God, who asks
Him and waits for the answer and thus also consciously listens within,
He will speak mentally, He will steer the person's train of thought in the
right direction, He will instruct him according to his faith and his spiritual maturi . For every connection with God through prayer or thoughts
inclined towards Him opens the heart to the inﬂux of strength from the
spiritual kingdom, and the person can always be endowed with strength
and grace, he becomes a receiving vessel for the divine spirit as soon as he
believes in the working of the spirit, in God's working within the human
being. is faith is the prerequisite in order to become receptive; otherwise,
the human being will not consciously listen to that which the voice of the
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spirit proclaims. And this faith is only rarely to be found, consequently,
the working of the spirit manifests itself only rarely too. is is also the
reason for humani 's spiritual hardship, because it ignores the source of
life from which it would always be able to refresh and forti itself. e
human being cannot mature without a spiritual ﬂow of strength, he cannot
advance but instead remains at the same stage of development. However,
spiritual strength can only be conveyed to earth from the spiritual kingdom
and therefore requires a connection between the spiritual kingdom and
earth, which needs to be voluntarily established. Where this will is absent
humani is weak, the souls suﬀer spiritual hardship and cannot receive
help .... For this reason God avails Himself of a human being who fully
consciously makes himself available as a mediator between the spiritual
kingdom and Earth .... who, with profound faith in God's working through
the spirit, attunes himself as a receiving terminal, who prepares himself as a
receiving vessel for the divine spirit due to his will to help his fellow human
beings and to be of service to God. And thus divine gi s of grace ﬂow to
him without measure .... the spring of divine wisdom pours into this vessel
for the beneﬁt of all who drink from it, who do not bypass the source of
eternal life but refresh and strengthen themselves on their journey through
life. eir path of ascent will be an easy one, they will travel it by holding
on to God's hand and thus safely reach the goal, for His gi is delectable
and guarantees spiritual success for everyone who accepts it from His hand
....
Amen

BD 3615

received 28.11.1945

Conditions for the working of the spirit ....
Your knowledge is patchy for as long as you are not taught by the spirit
within yourselves .... and all your pondering and searching will not suﬃce if
you do not contact Me ﬁrst .... in order to appeal to My spirit for enlightened
thinking. Anyone having gained his knowledge without appealing for My
help ﬁrst can certainly speak of human insight but never claim to possess
divine wisdom .... knowledge which relates to the spiritual kingdom and
corresponds to the truth .... For I alone distribute this knowledge, certainly
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to anyone who desires it, nevertheless only providing the conditions I ask
for are met so that My spirit is able to work in a person. Consequently,
the knowledge, the pure spiritual truth, will only be guaranteed if the
petitioner completely submits himself to My will, if he lives according to
My teaching .... with love for Me and his neighbour .... is is the ﬁrst
condition a person will have to fulﬁl if he wants to become worthy of My
gi of grace, of receiving the pure truth through My spirit ....
Additionally, he must have a profound desire for truth .... is is another
condition I expect to be met but which is rarely considered. For in order
to receive the knowledge which complies with the truth the human being
must ﬁrst give up his humanly imparted knowledge, that is, he must not
assume to be already knowledgeable .... otherwise he will hardly be open to
the inﬂux of pure truth if it is not in line with his previous knowledge. He
must be willing to abandon his acquired knowledge in order to receive the
pure truth .... And this will can only be mustered by a person who is as yet
not convinced of the truth of his own knowledge. However, if he believes
that he knows the truth he will hardly appeal for it, therefore it cannot
be imparted to him either, his misguided knowledge cannot be disclosed
and eradicated. To completely voluntarily submit himself to Me and to
attentively listen to that which I reveal to him through My spirit .... is the
only way in order to arrive at the truth ....
And thus the person must have profound faith, he must be ﬁrmly convinced
that I Am able to convey the truth to him and will do so .... He must be
convinced of the working of the spirit within him, of My direct activi in
the human being, or he will not enter into solitude and carefully listen
to that which My spirit reveals to him. To consciously listen within is
therefore another condition which has to be met in order to hear Me. For
the spirit's voice is gentle and delicate and can only be heard by someone
who completely withdraws himself from the world, who listens within,
thus who establishes contact with the spiritual kingdom, with Me as the
Giver of truth, as the Father-Spirit Whose share rests as a spiritual spark in
his soul .... He must allow the spirit within himself to speak and prior to
this shape his soul such that it becomes receptive to the outpouring of the
spirit .... And any person will partake in an abundance of knowledge if he
fulﬁls these conditions, if he sincerely strives for the truth and requests it
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from Me as the eternal Truth. For it is My will to convey the truth to people,
I do not want them to live in spiritual darkness, I want to draw them into
the spiritual realm, and this is only possible by imparting and receiving
the pure truth, which alone leads to Me because it also originates from
Me. And anyone who searches in this way will have the right thoughts, he
will penetrate profound knowledge, the spiritual sphere which will remain
closed to all those who search elsewhere, because this is My will. e prayer
for enlightenment of the spirit alone is no guarantee for its working if the
other conditions are not observed as well of which I, however, will not let
go because one depends on the other .... because a spiritual gi can only be
oﬀered if My law is complied with, which is ﬁxed for eterni ....
Amen

BD 3620

received 05.12.1945

Severe hardship before the last rescue mission ....
And thus I guide you along a path which, although indeed hard and stony,
will deﬁnitely come to an end at the goal which you should reach on
earth. You will yet experience fearful hours and have to come ever closer
to Me, you will witness much misery in your environment and o en ask
yourselves why I allow such despair .... you will experience serious hardship
yourselves and call upon Me fearfully, but your call shall not be in vain.
I will always be ready to help when the hardship has reached its limit, as
I have promised you, because I protect you from the worst, since you are
My Own and want to serve Me and therefore, as My workers, also have the
beneﬁt of My assured protection. Come what may, do not give up, because
whatever My will allows to happen is necessary for the soul of people who
are near to you and cannot ﬁnd Me. But when the time is right I will
intervene .... I will leave no stone unturned in order to win over more souls
before I start the last rescue mission before the end, because many will lose
their earthly lives and I still want to preserve the lives of their souls so that
they can enter the spiritual realm with a glimmer of awareness.
is is the purpose of the severe hardship before the end. And you will have
to witness it, if only up to an endurable extent for you. Hatred and human
unkindness are the initiators of adversi , they cannot be content, they do
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not want to live in peace, they incite hatred by any means and thus force
people into severe diﬃculties. ey are ruled by Satan and are his willing
servants. No house will remain unaﬀected by hostile actions, no human
being will be spared suﬀering, and blessed is he who takes his refuge in Me
.... He will be helped and time and again he will be guided by My strong
hand, time and again his path will light up and the goal become visible,
which will give him joyous hope to courageously overcome all adversi .
Whoever takes My hand and lets himself be guided by it need not fear no
matter how severe the hardship may be .... Whoever calls upon Me I will
hear and not leave him without assistance. Because I gave you My Word
that I will protect and look a er you, thus you may trust Me with blind
faith and accept everything that happens to you. Because My will will end
all hardship at the right time ....
Amen

BD 3621

received 06.12.1945

`Whoever sees Me sees the Father ....'
Whoever sees Me sees the Father, because the Father and I are one .... I
brought the Word to people but they did not recognise it as God's Word, as
the expression of His inﬁnite love for His living creations. ey looked at it
as human word, given to them by Me from Myself, because they were dark
inside and did not know about God's working within the human being
.... Hence they could no longer hear God's voice themselves, which could
have provided evidence to them of God's presence, of His essence and his
close relationship with people. I, however, wanted to return this knowledge
to them, I wanted to introduce them to the strength of love and faith, so
that they might become noticeably aware of God's presence if they heeded
My teaching .... I came to them as a mediator sent by God to proclaim
His Word to people of good will in accordance with His instruction. e
eternal Father-Spirit took abode in Me to visibly work through Me ....
Everything I said and did was His work, His will, His strength and His
love ..... I was merely the form through which God expressed Himself, or
His presence would have been unbearable for the people who were living
in profound spiritual darkness .... And the form which veiled the FatherSpirit also belonged to Him, for everything within Me aspired towards the
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Father-Spirit, albeit it was a mortal shell like any other human being ....
But because of the spirit within Itself It became immortal ....
I was Jesus, the man, but only in My external appearance, because everything in and about Me was spiritualised by love, it was united with the
eternal love to which I was inseparably connected since eterni . God as a
spirit is not visible to human beings, nevertheless He made Himself visible
to them in Me as a person, He adopted My physical garment and showed
Himself in it to people, identi ing Himself as wisdom, love and omnipotence. And to those who believed in Me My work on earth gave evidence of
the Dei through miracles, which were only possible to God and which My
will could accomplish because God was in Me, and thus His will, wisdom
and strength permeated Me .... Hence there was no further separation between God and My mortal body, It had become one with Him, He occupied
it completely, He Himself walked on earth in My external form, which in
turn was a work of His love in order to make Himself accessible to people
.... And I brought His Word to them .... He Himself spoke through Me,
He, the eternal Word Himself, had become ﬂesh in order to make Himself
heard by people. Because they no longer knew the mystery of eternal love,
the eternal Father-Spirit, Whose Word establishes the bond with people
....
ey no longer knew about the strength of the Word which draws everything towards Itself when it can become eﬀective in a person .... ey did
not know that every human being could hear the divine Word Itself in himself if he shaped himself to love in accordance with God's will, in order to
receive the divine love Itself .... For this reason God came to earth Himself,
and He brought them the knowledge again which should release the people
from their darkness .... And people did not recognise Him, they pursued
Me, Who sheltered the Divine inside of Me, as a human being .... And I
had to allow it to happen in order to safeguard their free will. I brought the
Word to them but they did not accept it, and they did not recognise in Me
the One Who permeated Me completely .... ey saw Me but not God in
Me, Who did not conceal Himself from their view but performed signs and
miracles in order to make the blind see again .... But to those who believed
He revealed Himself in His love, wisdom and omnipotence ..... And they
saw Him rise to heaven in full glory, they saw His shell spiritualising itself
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before their eyes and in radiating light ascend to the kingdom which had
been its home since eterni ....
Amen

BD 3622

received 07.12.1945

e Ascension of Christ ....
Transﬁguration ....
My life on earth was a path of love which I concluded with My death on
the cross .... My body was on earth, that is, it was subject to all natural
laws, My soul was with God, it lived a spiritual life and thereby became
powerful enough to conquer the body, to likewise make it strive towards
God which subsequently spiritualised soul and body, so that the external
form sheltering God, the eternal Father in all fullness, was no longer an
obstacle for His working. e external form could therefore no longer succumb to physical death, because only matter sheltering immature spiritual
substances is mortal, i.e. changeable within itself, but not completely spiritualised substance. Hence soul and body were able to enter the spiritual
kingdom in a perfect state, they were translucent and, being permeated
by light and strength, were able to leave Earth, which was a process My
disciples were allowed to witness as it occurred before their eyes, so that
they were able to behold God's glory in order to receive strength for their
mission on earth which subsequently commenced for the sake of humani 's redemption. eir task was to inform people of My act of Salvation, of
My way of life, My teaching, of My excruciating suﬀering and death on the
cross and of My resurrection and ascension .... And for this mission they
had to be prepared, they had to live a life of love themselves, they had to be
profoundly faithful, having recognised in Me the Father of eterni , they
had to accept My teaching wholeheartedly within themselves in order to be
able to pass it on; they had to be guided into truth in order to comprehend
My sacriﬁcial death, and thus they had to be living followers and able
to preach with innermost conviction. And for this reason they were also
allowed to witness My ascension on earth, the last sign of My glory, My
divini , I was able to give to them as a human being, which completed
My life on earth but which must remain alive for My Own for as long as
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the world exists. For My transﬁguration, as the fulﬁlment of My teaching,
was indeed comprehensible to My disciples yet only understandable to
people if they followed Me, lived a life of selﬂess love and thereby became
able to grasp the truth and accept profoundly divine wisdom. When they
know that the purpose of earthly life is the spiritualisation of soul and body
and the result of it is brightest permeation by light they will also ﬁnd My
ascension credible. For this reason My only purpose of earthly life was the
preaching of love, for this reason the Word became ﬂesh, in order to show
people the right way, to exempli a life of love and to encourage them to
follow Me .... Only love achieves a spiritualisation, and only love delivers
the human race from death and awakens it to eternal life ....
Amen

BD 3624

received 10.12.1945

`Become as little children ....'
Become as little children and take refuge with Me in every adversi .... and
don't be afraid, for your heavenly Father does not allow anything to happen
that is not beneﬁcial for you. Have faith and trust in Me, your Father of
eterni , that I will hold My hands protectively over you and simply regard
every ailment of the body as a caring way of helping your soul. However,
you should know that the body's adversi , too, will be cured by Me if you
ﬁrmly believe in it and recognise My Fatherly love in everything, regardless
of what happens. Be as carefree as children and leave it to the Father to
take care of you, just make sure you fulﬁl your heavenly Father's will and
My Fatherly love will take hold of you and draw you to My heart. Don't
ask and speculate fearfully what might become of you, but remain calm
and simply wait for the Father's help if adversi weighs you down. Totally
rely on Me Who guides you wherever you go. Your strength rests in your
childlike trust and humble prayer, for I will not disappoint this and grant
your prayer at all times. Yet do not worry and doubt .... My Fatherly love
will save you from every danger and the call of My child will never go
unheeded .... But in order to become as children you must relinquish all
resistance, you must only ever want Me to lead you by the hand and you
must follow Me willingly and never want to take diﬀerent paths .... And
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thus you must pray with faithful trust and devotedly rely on Me and then
regard every happening as My will .... For it is My will, nothing happens
against My will if you commend your problems to Me. Only someone who
acts on his own, without having appealed for My blessing and My support,
activates his will with appropriate results, yet not always in his favour. I
cannot grant My help to him because he would not recognise it as My help
but regard it as his own merit. Yet for My children I will even out their
every path, even if it appears diﬃcult to travel. Just hand yourselves over to
My guidance with complete trust and you will always feel a loving Fatherly
hand which will guide you safe and sound through every calami of this
world. And always draw comfort and strength from My Word .... Let the
Father speak to His children, and accept every Word of love so that it will
impel you to love in turn. Never let the Father's voice go unheeded but
be glad that you may hear it, that the Father thereby reveals His love for
you, and follow Him and His Word with joyful zest .... And you will gain
My approval, you will feel My Fatherly love increasingly more, you will no
longer fear any adversi and be safe and secure in My heart ....
Amen

BD 3625

received 11.12.1945

e end is determined by people themselves ....
Low level ....
My eternal decision included the end, and thus it will come without fail
when people's low spiritual level demands it .... e end will therefore be
preceded by a time when people distance themselves from Me of their own
free will, so that I can no longer inﬂuence them with My strength of love
because they will prevent it themselves. But where My strength of love
stops, i.e. where it is no longer able to aﬀect the spirit, that is where life
.... activi .... will also come to an end. e spiritual being will descend
into a state of solidiﬁcation. is will be the result of insuﬃcient strength,
to which it will have shut itself oﬀ. e human being as such will still be
in possession of vital energy, but since he will be using it in a completely
wrong way during the last days, since he, instead of striving towards Me,
will strive away from Me completely of his own free will, I will also have
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to take his vital energy away from him, which will therefore signi the
physical end of countless spiritual beings which are embodied as human
beings on earth and which, deprived of their ﬁnal form of development,
will subsequently completely solidi again, thus descend into weakness
and darkness, until My love gives them a form once again in which their
process of development can start anew. e spiritual being cannot live,
thus be active, without an inﬂux of strength, yet this strength will not ﬂow
to it against its will while it is in a state of free will. At the start of its
incarnation as a human being the latter is certainly weak-willed, or his will
is still undecided, and he can use the vital energy he is granted as a gi of
grace in any way .... But once people have reached the lowest point when
they no longer make use of this vital energy in order to attain spiritual
strength, when they consciously resist the inﬂux of strength from Me, I will
also withdraw the energy of life from them .... ey will have to repeat the
process of development once more, which starts again with an utterly weak
state in the most solid form, in hard matter, the overcoming of which takes
an inﬁnitely long time again .... I would like to spare the spiritual beings
this long captivi , and therefore all conceivable means will be used by My
love beforehand, yet people are beyond learning ....
If My servants explain their spiritual hardship to them, if they are reminded
of the serious consequences of their unbelief, if their attention is drawn
to the shortly approaching end, they close their ears. ey don't believe
in My eternal plan of Salvation, they don't believe in Me and My neverending love and thus they precipitate the end themselves .... ey not only
remain on their low spiritual level but continue to descend ever further
.... eir own will hastens the dissolution of that which shelters spirits,
just as their own will lets the human being return to that which his soul
had already overcome long before .... It is not My but people's own will
which determines the end, yet I have foreseen this will for eterni and
thus will constrain it once again because freedom of will is being misused.
Anyone who has My Word knows about My love, he knows about My
plan of Salvation to redeem the souls and he also foresees the end, for he
recognises the spiritual hardship. Yet anyone who does not recognise this
hardship is not imbued by My love, he is still in spiritual darkness and can
hardly step out from this into the light of day. For he needs My Word to
do so, the light which illuminates him and enriches his knowledge .... And
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he will understand the physical adversi of the time, which is caused by
the immense spiritual hardship. Anyone who has My Word will expect the
end with profound faith, for everything will come to pass as I proclaimed
in Word and Scripture. erefore, pay attention to My Word when it is
imparted to you through My messengers .... pay attention to the Word
which is conveyed to you from above, which guarantees you the absolute
truth which originates from Me, the Giver of truth, and which I impart to
you with all My love, so that you will ﬁnd the path to Me through the Word,
so that you will not be lost to My kingdom, so that you need not go through
the process of development again, which would mean indescribable agony
for your souls .... Pay attention to the Word so that you will belong to My
Own, who will be spared at the end in order to enter the kingdom of peace,
as I have promised ....
Amen
received 15.12.1945

BD 3627
e souls'puriﬁcation process in the beyond ....

e departed soul's puriﬁcation process in the beyond starts immediately
a er the decease of the body but in accordance with the soul's will. Spiritually completely dark souls experience the darkness as agony, and this
right from the start of the process, because it is intended to contribute
towards the change of the soul's will. Although the duration of this varies,
it is always the principle of the puriﬁcation process. God's love constantly
gives the soul the opportuni to change its will, but in the beyond it does
not always recognise these methods as the working of God's love, and yet
they can soon lead to the goal providing the soul is not too obstinate. It
has to puri itself completely before it can accept light, and until it can
receive light it is in a state of torment, and thus the fate of an immature soul
is lamentable. It can never receive too much help from people by means
of loving intercession or mental instructions and advice to act with love.
However, if the soul is not too obstinate it will constantly progress in its
development, every torment melts the hard cover, it becomes receptive to
help and will try to liberate itself, although occasionally it can take a very
long time before the puriﬁcation process is completed and the soul, as a
recipient of light, is able to act with kindness.
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But even more mature souls will still have to become more receptive to
light, because the light can touch a soul at various degrees of intensi ,
depending on its state of perfection, which can reach an increasingly higher
level. On entry into the spiritual realm the soul can already be so advanced
in knowledge that it no longer needs to linger in dark surroundings, it
is able to see and understand everything, it ﬁnds itself in a more or less
brighter pool of light and thus is also able to work accordingly. And yet it
still has to shape itself to receive more light. It still has to crystallise itself
to utmost clari and this again through loving work with needy souls,
because devoted love for those unhappy souls will puri the soul and make
it progressively more receptive to light, while due to its redeeming activi
its own happiness intensiﬁes at the same rate. As soon as a soul has the
will to ascend it becomes diligently and untiringly active, and because of its
will to help other suﬀering souls it constantly receives strength for its own
happiness and sustained helpfulness. Always providing, of course, that it
has overcome its weakness of will, that its engulﬁng impenetrable darkness
is broken, that it is receptive to the merciful rays of light which God sends
into the darkness, and that it wants to escape its dark state. Its struggle
towards ascent, its torments and the darkness of its surrounding are taken
into account as puri ing factors, its layers dissolve, it becomes receptive
to light and its ascent towards the light is assured. In accordance with the
soul's own will God's continuous help enables it to ascend until, penetrated
by light, it can work in the spiritual kingdom as is its destiny ....
Amen

BD 3628

received 16.12.1945

oughts from the spiritual kingdom ....
oughts ﬂow to you from the spiritual kingdom, if you are spiritually
minded and therefore also look for contact with the enlightened beings of
the spiritual kingdom. Consequently, every thought can be a blessing for
you provided you sincerely want to become enlightened, thus to know the
truth. Yet in order to be taken care of by helpful spiritual beings it is also
always necessary for you to conduct your life in accordance with God's will,
since you are also surrounded by forces of darkness which seek to lead your
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thoughts astray. And you yourselves reject or allow their access to you,
depending on your conduct in life, on your will and your attitude towards
God and towards good.
And therefore you have to seriously scrutinise yourselves whether you
strive to live in keeping with God's will, whether you want the truth. You
must know that thoughts are the activi of spiritual beings in the beyond
which they try to convey to you, and that you allow yourselves to be
inﬂuenced by forces which you draw to yourselves by your way of life and
your will. For this reason you have to observe your thoughts whether they
lead towards God or divert you from believing in God. Every good thought
teaching love and referring to God is the activi of good spiritual forces,
and you should take it up and let yourselves be aﬀected by it, for as soon as
you pay attention to it, it will also shape your way of life and be beneﬁcial
for your soul.
But as soon as you pray to God for correct thinking, good spiritual beings
will always be your teachers and guides, they will inﬂuence your thoughts
and also try to transmit spiritual concepts which will heighten your maturi of soul; they will provide you with power of perception which will
enable you to render the activi of evil forces ineﬀective by instantly recognising it as error and rejecting it. If you unite yourselves with God, if you
live intending to please Him, then you will not have to fear evil spiritual
forces which deceive your thoughts, for you give yourselves into the hands
of good spiritual beings which will take loving care of you and direct your
thoughts such that they will correspond to the truth and promote your
spiritual development, because you strive for it yourselves ....
Amen
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received 18.12.1945

Cosmos ....
Changes ....
Catastrophe ....
Whatever takes place in the cosmos is unknown to you, and neither will
you ever ascertain the laws of nature in such depth that you will be able
to determine when and how changes take place which, according God's
eternal plan of Salvation, must take place in order to prepare the work of
Earth's redevelopment. e events happening in nature will always take you
by surprise, consequently, you will also unexpectedly be confronted by a
powerful natural event, which is understandable to someone with spiritual
vision but which remains incomprehensible to the majori of people
because they fail to recognise the correlation between all happenings,
including cosmic ones, with the spiritual development of people and all
tangible beings, and because they have no knowledge of the approaching
end and the transformation of a work of creation which is only meant to
serve spiritual development and has become pointless now due to people's
God-opposing will. e preparations in nature proceed imperceptibly and
people therefore pay little attention to them. And yet they would be able to
observe many deviations which should make them suspicious if they were
vigilant and allowed Creation to communicate with them more. Changes
are occurring in the interior of the earth which will lead to eruptions. At ﬁrst
they will only partially break through in order to then, at a speciﬁc time,
lead to a complete destruction of the earth's surface, so that God's eternal
plan of Salvation can take the course His will had determined. Countless
spiritual beings in the Earth's interior will liberate themselves and God
will give His approval, He will allow them to become active at a speciﬁc
time, because their activi does not oppose His law of eterni .... And the
Earth will tremble when these beings become active .... It will open up in
places and thus clear the way for the beings to enter diﬀerent shapes than
before .... And where this activi takes place it will cause great changes
on the Earth's surface to the horror of the inhabitants who will be subject
to a dreadful natural disaster .... However, this will only be a preliminary
event for the subsequent total destruction of Earth; it will be a ﬁnal wake
up call for all those who survive it and an indication of the near end, which
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will have previously found no credence with people. Nevertheless, God's
language will be understandable to everyone who wants to understand it.
Everything that happens in the universe, including every cosmic change,
is due to spiritual development, and even if people don't understand it
on account of their lack of knowledge they must nevertheless be aﬀected
by the activi of beings which are still constrained in the interior of the
Earth and which strive towards liberation for the sake of their higher
development. Countless human lives will fall victim to this eruption and
enter the spiritual kingdom in a more or less mature state. Yet countless
beings will also be released and be able to strive towards ascent in diﬀerent
forms. And so the immense event in nature is simultaneously a process of
release a er an inﬁnitely long time of constraint within hard matter and a
transition for the indwelling spiritual substance into less painful forms, but
it also ends the process of development of spiritual beings in the last stage
on earth which could have used their free will for their deliverance. No-one
can predict this cosmic event in advance unless, in profound faith in God,
he is informed of it by the spirit of God, for the divine laws of nature are not
perceptible for people, so that the day and hour will always remain hidden
until the ﬁrst tangible manifestations announce themselves, but which will
be ignored at ﬁrst. Yet as soon as the day approaches, great restlessness will
come upon all living beings, human beings and animals alike will inwardly
feel it, and only spiritually awakened people will be able to explain it
and yet not be listened to by the worldly-minded, who will never want to
accept a destruction of Earth and thus be taken by complete surprise by the
eruption of the natural elements .... And God will repeatedly announce this
event, He will not leave people in ignorance as to what they can expect in
time to come. Again and again He instructs His messengers to mention the
forthcoming event. For the day will not be long in coming .... Any careful
observer will also recognise the changes, and he will look upon it from a
spiritual point of view, for the goal of everything that comes according to
God's eternal plan of Salvation relates to the spirits'development, which is
in danger and which God's love wants to help ....
Amen
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received 23.12.1945

`Did you not know, that I must be in My Father's house ....'
Listen to the voice of the spirit: Every person shall shape himself such that
the Father can take abode in him, thus, he himself shall become God's
house in which the Father can be eﬀective. You all carry the divine spiritual
spark within you which is therefore My share, hence I lay dormant in you
waiting to be awakened through your loving activi and heartfelt bond
with Me .... However, as long as you remain inactive you will not feel My
presence, even though the spiritual spark rests in you. It can only become
eﬀective if you shape yourselves into a receiving vessel for Me Myself, only
then will I be active in My house, then I will be able to dwell in you and
instruct you according to absolute truth. en I will be in My Father's
house .... then wisdom will be where love exists .... en you will have
become a house of God yourselves, which shelters the Holiest of all, which
God Himself takes as a dwelling place .... I will be with you and never
again will you walk alone on earth, but you will always and forever feel
My presence and be permeated by My spirit, which will guide you into
all truth, which will teach you just as I have taught in My Father's house
.... For when I became wisdom through love I had to be constantly active
on earth .... Dispensing love and wisdom, I had to give to other people
what I Myself had received because I wanted to help them attain beatitude.
And thus I had to be in that which belongs to My Father, where I was able
to proclaim His Word, where people gathered in order to hear His Word
.... Consequently, God's house will always be where His Word is taught
.... where it is either externally oﬀered to people or is inwardly perceived
.... wherever the Father can be eﬀective, that is, where love makes people
receptive for the wisdom from Me .... For I always want to be active in My
house, and My house consists of the hearts of people who want to accept
Me and thus shape themselves into love so that I Myself, the eternal Love,
can unite with them. My house is wherever My spirit can manifest itself ....
but without the working of My spirit you will linger in emp halls even
if you have chosen a place where you assume you will be able to ﬁnd Me
.... I can only be where My Father is, and the profundi of My Word can
only be heard where love exists .... However, I Myself Am the Word and if
you want to hear Me you must shape your hearts to become receptive, you
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must change yourselves into love and then open the doors for Me so that I
can enter into your heart and make your heart My dwelling place wherever
you may be ....
Amen

BD 3635

received 24.12.1945

Signiﬁcance of the act of Salvation ....
And remember the One Who redeemed you from all sins .... His act of
Salvation is of such momentous signiﬁcance that you cannot be exhorted
strongly enough to cast your mind back to it. You must always bear in mind
that you would be lost for an inﬁnitely long time had Jesus Christ not taken
your guilt of sin upon Himself through his cruciﬁxion in order to redeem
you. However, you will have to profess Him yourselves if you want to
partake of the blessings He acquired for you through His death. You have
to believe in Him and consciously place yourselves underneath His cross,
you must live with and for Jesus Christ, i.e., in memory of Him accomplish
your every action, be helpful and thus comply with His teaching of love, in
order to makes yourselves worthy of His gi of grace, to make yourselves
worthy of His love, which wanted to protect you from an inﬁnitely long
time of torment and suﬀering in the beyond. e divine Redeemer has
mercy upon all sinners .... He carried their guilt and suﬀered and died
for it, He sacriﬁced Himself as atonement, because He loved people and
wanted to lessen their immense spiritual hardship.
And thus He oﬀered people a gi , the magnitude of which they cannot to
judge on earth, and He only asks for their acknowledgement of His act of
love, their acknowledgment of Himself and their conscious avowal of His
cruciﬁxion .... He asks them to keep Him in mind at all times .... People
should not forget this, they should always remember that without Him
they would be lost for an inﬁnitely long time .... Hence He approaches
people time and again by reminding them of Him .... time and again He
tries to direct their eyes to Him, time and again the person, as a bearer of
the cross himself, is admonished to remember Him, and every suﬀering
is intended to draw his attention to the One, Who took all sins upon
Himself and constantly helps people to carry their suﬀering as well if they,
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in profound faith in the divine Redeemer, burden Him with it and appeal
to Him for grace and love .... People don't carry their suﬀering without
merit, Jesus Christ, however, was entirely without sin and took humani 's
guilt of sin upon Himself, He therefore carried a far heavier burden upon
His shoulders, a cross which was so immensely heavy that He almost broke
down under it, nevertheless, He accomplished the act of Salvation since
His love for humani was great and gave Him the strength until the end
....
Amen
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received 25.12.1945

Bond of love ....
Uniﬁcation with God ....
An indestructible bond is wound around God and the spiritual being which
tries to join Him due to love. It will remain inseparably connected with
Him, always coming closer to Him, forever striving towards Him, being
seized by Him and in blissful happiness merging with the eternal Love,
once the being has become perfect. is bond is the goal of all spiritual
beings which once emerged from His strength. God is the eternal centre
of Power from Whom everything originates and to Whom everything
will return again according to God's eternal order. Only that which has
returned to God again is happy, it is perfect, permeated by strength and
light and thus able to actively create and shape. is state will never ever be
changed again, insofar as that the being's beatitude will diminish, but it will
constantly increase because perfection knows no limits, because God, as
the supremely perfect Being, will always and ceaselessly be aspired to for all
eterni . To be merged with the eternal Dei signiﬁes participation in the
shaping of works of creation, it signiﬁes guidance and care for the spiritual
beings which are sheltered in these creations; it signiﬁes redemptive activi
on the bound spiritual beings, it signiﬁes bliss and harmonious striving for
uniﬁcation with equally mature beings and revelations of undreamt of
splendours which immature beings are incapable of beholding.
Eternal life .... is not a state of weakness and darkness anymore but activi
in light and an undreamt of abundance of strength. Jesus Christ promised
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this eternal life to those who believe in Him and keep His commandments,
who, by fulﬁlling and complying with His teaching of love, establish the
connection with God on earth already, the bond, which connects the soul
with God ever more closely until it has entirely united with the eternal Love.
And thus the human being must inevitably attain faith in Jesus Christ as
the Redeemer of the world, otherwise the bond with God can never ever be
established, for due to the being's imperfection the distance is too vast and
cannot be reduced by the being itself, since the distance from God signiﬁes
weakness at the same time. Jesus, however, acquired the strength on behalf
of people through His death on the cross .... He descended to Earth in order
to deliver people from their weakness of will and lack of strength and to
show them the path which leads them to God while they are still on earth.
However, without faith in Him and His act of Salvation the human being
will never be able to overcome his lack of strength and weakness of will,
he will never be able to li himself up because God's adversary keeps him
down and wants to prevent his life in eterni . But anyone who believes
in Jesus Christ shall be saved, he will live up to His commandments, he
will make an eﬀort to live a life of love and thereby receive the strength to
establish the connection with God, and God will never let him fall again
.... He will wind the bond of love around him and not allow it to slacken,
instead it will embrace those who strive towards Him ever more tightly
until they are inseparably united with Him ....
Amen
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received 04.01.1946

Two worlds ....
Divine law of love ....
Divine law requires love, consequently everything unloving is ungodly, it
is very distant from God, it is His adversary's part which is entirely without
love and for this reason he is God's direct opposite. God and His adversary
rule over two worlds which will always stay apart until the law of love is
fulﬁlled and unites both worlds. Nevertheless, God's power also extends
to the world where His law is ignored, because everything in this world
emerged from God too, it has merely distanced itself from His sphere
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of love. And His power shows itself in as much as that He also rules in
the kingdom of the heartless, i.e. he directs all events in accordance with
His will. In spite of God's adversary having great strength and power at
his disposal, it is nevertheless limited and does not extend to the works
of divine creative power, it does not extend to the creations in whom
heartlessness was constrained in order to change itself into love .... In this
state the spirit, which had previously fallen away from God, is isolated from
His adversary's power and compelled to fulﬁl the law of love, although its
will does not yet determine its actions. It enables the spirit to cross more
easily from the ungodly world into God's world when it is permitted to
undergo this test on earth.
But then the power of God's adversary comes into its own and with cunning
and force seeks to hold on to the spiritual essence of his world .... He tries
to increase its heartlessness, he attempts to make it give up the divine, he
endeavours to withhold from it the divine law of love and make it wholly
inclined to his wishes .... But God in His merciful love will not leave the
spirit to His adversary without a ﬁght. During the last stage as a human
being He will repeatedly give him the knowledge of His law of love, he will
constantly approach the person by requesting love and oﬀering him the
opportuni to fulﬁl the divine commandment. He will present His world
to him, either in thoughts or through his fellow human beings, and thus
will urge him to make a decision for one of both worlds. And if he is willing
to carry out the requirements of divine law, if he is willing to apply love,
he will also recognise the right path leading to the kingdom of light. He
will see the darkness of the realm which belongs to God's opponent, he
will see the consequences of heartlessness as he recognises the strength of
love, and he will voluntarily submit himself to divine law .... He will shape
himself into love and therefore be an applicant to the spiritual kingdom,
the world which belongs to God .... He will renounce God's adversary in
order to belong to God eternally, Who is love in Himself, because he has
become love itself ....
Amen
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received 05.01.1946

Language of creation ....
Essence - Creative power ....
Learn to understand the language of creation .... God Himself is speaking
to you through creation, He is constantly facing you by revealing Himself
in all the work that emerges from His strength of love. And He has given
you the abili to perceive His creation, to stimulate your intellect .... and
thus it is He Himself Who is mentally instructing you, providing you are
willing to accept His instructions when you look at the creation around you,
when you ponder its meaning and purpose, its origin and the One Who
brought it into existence. Every relevant thought is a question answered by
God Himself, providing you truly want it answered .... e eternal creative
power cannot be denied if you contemplate the origin of the works of
creation .... e eternal creative power has to be acknowledged by every
person, but its origin, its source, is frequently disputed by people. ey do
not always want to acknowledge a perfect Enti as the source of creative
power. Creation has not yet spoken to them clearly enough, they have not
yet understood its language, and their thoughts ﬁrst have to aim in the
right direction in order to come to the right conclusion .....
Creation exceptionally and distinctly reveals a conformi to law, an orderliness, which cannot be surpassed. Something so orderly is always the result
of a strong will, of an Essence Which claims this strong will as its own. Furthermore, order also testiﬁes to the wisdom of the Enti Who produced it
.... well thought-out laws which eliminate all imprudence, a wisdom which
brought nothing into existence without meaning and purpose and which
also allows its meaning and purpose to be known. Hence the Being, Which
would be the originator of the creative power, has to be intelligent and, by
virtue of His will and power, be able to let His thoughts take shape. us
it has to be a supremely perfect Being Who reveals Himself in every work
of creation, Who wants to be recognised in His perfection .... Who in turn
is using His strength to provide other intelligent beings with proof of His
existence, because He is in closest contact with these intelligent beings in
as much as they too emerged from Him, that they too are the product of
His creative will and His creative power, whom He wants to bring into
a state of perfection in order to make them carriers of abundant strength
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as well, so that they too can be creatively active for their own happiness.
e Creator's close link with His living creations has to be recognised, the
human being has to become aware of the relationship between himself and
the eternal creative power. As a being in his own right he has to acknowledge the Power, Which is inﬁnitely stronger than himself, as an Enti or
he will be lost in creation as the only intelligent individual being which is
in possession of (free) will and yet incapable of actions for which he lacks
strength.
Furthermore, it is absurd to assume that a Power, Which gave rise to
everything, would give life to intelligent beings without being intelligent
Itself ....
e same applies to the human being's inherent will which,
however, is being denied to the origin of natural power .... What would
creation be without intrinsic inhabitants .... of what purpose would this
unsurpassed order be could it not be recognised by beings, if it did not give
testimony of a supreme Being, which wants to be acknowledged .... What
would the human being be without intelligence and will .... an imperfect
living creation which would not need orderly creation to exist .... e fact
that the human being is able to think and has free will is proof of a Creator
Who, in utmost perfection, is capable of thought and, in accordance with
His will, uses His abili with wisdom and in full possession of strength ....
It is also proof that the human being was not created without reason and
purpose, and that he was given thought and will in order to recognise the
reason and purpose and strive for it .... He has to realise that he does not
master earthly life in spite of thought and will, he has to acknowledge a
stronger Being above himself Whose will is decisive, and he has to accept
Its wisdom and love and bow to It ....
And God speaks to people through creation, He motivates them to contemplate it and willingly oﬀers explanations if these are sincerely wanted, if
people, abandoning their knowledge, hand themselves over to the eternal
creative power Who has given them their intelligence. en their thoughts
can be guided in the right direction so that they too will live in the order
which is intrinsic to every work of creation but which the person can also
revoke, because he is in possession of free will. Nevertheless, should he
want to live in God's ordained order, then his will shall be observed .... and
he will be given knowledge about everything he wants to know ....
Amen
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received 06.01.1946

Love - Wisdom ....
Selﬁsh love - Error - Darkness ....
All darkness will leave you, every veil will fall from your eyes, the love
of God will reveal itself brightly and clearly to you if you make the eﬀort
to live with love, since out of love comes wisdom, the realisation of pure
truth, and you become knowledgeable, depending on your attained degree
of love. Yet without love you will stay in spiritual darkness, without love
you will never become enlightened, you will never be able to distinguish
truth from lie and error, you will never understand the depth of the Dei ,
and His rule and actions will remain hidden to you. And for this reason
Jesus taught love on earth ....
For this reason He could only bring the truth to those people who followed
His lessons of love, for this reason He was able to teach His disciples and
impart on them profound knowledge, because He recognised the love in
them and that is why he chose them to become His disciples. People ﬁrst
have to be encouraged to love, otherwise they cannot ﬁnd the truth. Love
is God, truth is God and therefore, whoever is without love is without God
and walks in error. However, to live in love means to be good to other
human beings from an innermost urge of heart, to help whenever they
need it, when they suﬀer hardship, yet always without self interest, always
at the prompting of the heart, then it is divine love and not selﬁsh love
which the human being has to oppose if he wants to please God. Selﬁsh
love prevents the human being from acting kindly towards other people, it
is therefore the greatest danger to him as it leads him into wrong thinking,
into error and into darkness of spirit, because selﬁshness formerly led to
the fall of the spirit ....
e completely enlightened being fell into spiritual darkness due to the
wrong kind of love, it could no longer discern the truth and became a
subject of the one who fought against the truth, against God. us every
person who exists without divine love will be a servant to the one who is
entirely without love and will be as distant from the truth as he, due to his
heartlessness, is distant from God because God, Love and Truth are One.
And that is why only the human being who acts kindly himself and who
on account of his love is led to wisdom, can live in truth and know God
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on earth. All veils will fall from him, he will recognise the goal brightly
and clearly since God will reveal Himself to him, He will guide him into
truth and turn him into a recipient of light and strength, even on earth.
is will enable him to work with love for the souls of his fellow human
beings and to show them the path which leads to truth and light, so that he
can convey to them that only the adherence to Jesus'teachings of love will
result in right thinking, in enlightenment of the spirit, in order that the
fellow human being can also know the truth and therefore God Himself as
the eternal truth ....
Amen
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received 18.01.1946

Strength of faith ....
Help in every need ....
You may ask for My help in every need even though the fulﬁlment of
your request seems impossible to you. Only then will you understand the
strength of faith when the remarkable guidance of My will resolves this
need as a result. My power and My love copes with what appears impossible
to you .... providing your prayer shows Me a strong faith, providing you
entrust yourselves unto Me with complete conﬁdence .... erefore, take
refuge in Me with all your needs, tell Me your problems, relinquish your
worries and fears, and appeal for My help .... And truly, I won't let you call
in vain when your prayer expresses profound faith and you humbly await
My help. Hence you need not fear anymore, providing you ﬁrmly believe
.... e deeply devout human being belongs to Me eternally, he belongs to
My Church, he is one of those whom I will never leave and who therefore
always enjoys My protection too.
But now, for the sake of other people and even for yourselves, as a test of
faith I send worldly perils time a er time that you should prove yourselves,
that your fellow human beings should ﬁnd Me and through you ﬁnd
evidence of strength of faith, that they too should learn to believe and
thus reduce their spiritual pover . And although everything takes place in
accordance with My plan of eterni , the faithful human being need not fear
anything because My guidance is miraculous, My power is more than great,
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and My love always ﬁnds a solution to every problem for those who belong
to Me. us, what is unavoidably necessary for the whole of humani ,
what it perceives as hardship and misery, can leave someone with complete
trust in Me utterly unimpressed; he need not be aﬀected by it even though
he stands right in the centre of an event which the entire human race
identiﬁes as disastrous because he holds on to My hand and this guides
him safely and unharmed through all diﬃculties. You are able to banish
everything with a ﬁrm faith, and neither people nor spiritual forces can
harm you if you escape to Me with a ﬁrm faith, entrust yourselves unto Me
and unconditionally abandon yourselves to Me and My mercy.
I, however, know the strength of faith in every single person, and his
destiny is arranged in accordance with his faith .... But in order to become
perfect the soul has to struggle for this strong faith, it cannot be given to the
soul without its contribution, without its aspiration and sincere prayer. But
someone who struggles for deep, steadfast faith will also attain it because
his prayer is for spiritual wealth and won't remain unheard. erefore he
is confronted time and again with events which should deepen his prayer,
which are intended to strengthen the faith. Hence you may turn to Me with
all your needs and ask Me for prevention or help .... And I certainly won't
disappoint you, I will always be ready to help, so that you learn to know
Me, My love and My omnipotence and your faith becomes ever deeper
until you live your earthly life completely carefree, because you know of
the strength of faith and at all times put your trust in Me ....
Amen
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Psychological work ....
Scrutinize yourselves and recognise your weaknesses .... and then strive to
overcome them. is is psychological work, that you try to shape yourselves
into human beings who remain within My order, who live in accordance
with My will and thus shape themselves to love. Because every weakness,
every mistake, every bad habit has its source in unkindness and selﬁshness.
Gentleness, peacefulness, humili , patience, mercy and justice are signs of
love for other people; if you lack any of these signs you are not ﬁlled with
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love and need to actively work on yourselves. But in order to do so you
have to recognise your weaknesses and faults yourselves and this requires
honest analysis, serious reﬂection and correction of your relationship with
Me and your fellow human beings. You have to acknowledge Me as Father
and every man as brother because you are all children of one Father. And
you children should love each other, then you will ﬁnd My favour, because
then I Myself will be able to stay with you, My children.
However, every bad habit prevents Me from doing so and this is to your
disadvantage because without Me, without My presence, you will remain
weak and imperfect and will not be able to achieve your goal on earth. Your
goal is to become perfect, to change yourselves into love and to change your
nature into the original state that you once abandoned voluntarily. For you
are only happy in your original state and as long as you are far-away from
it your fate on earth as well as in the spiritual realm will be insuﬃciency,
ignorance and weakness. I, however, want to lead you back to happiness
and thus constantly caution you to aspire towards it; that you start the work
of transforming your being; that by observing your inner self you learn to
become aware of how little your thoughts and actions correspond to My
will because you are still selﬁsh. And therefore you have to make an eﬀort
to change this imperfect state, practicing love wherever and whenever an
opportuni presents itself. Because you can only become happy with love,
you can only master your faults and bad habits with love.
And if you cannot feel this love within yourselves as yet then use your
intellect to shape yourselves into righteously thinking people .... be gentle
and peace-loving, humble and patient and try to bring help to your fellow
human beings .... and the feeling of love will awaken in you, it will make
you happy and encourage you to perform loving deeds. en you will no
longer be moved by your intellect but by your heart, then you will be
on the right path. erefore observe yourselves, meditate and seriously
ask yourselves whether you think and act righteously, and your heart will
answer you .... And I Myself will come to your aid, providing you genuinely
ask yourselves this question, I will give you strength to carry out what
you seriously want, and the work on your soul will advance successfully,
you will ﬁnd it satis ing yourselves, submit to My will and continue your
ascent as soon as it is your will to become perfect ....
Amen
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King of kings ....
e King of kings governs His kingdom in wisdom and love and all rulers
of the world must fear His power if they do not respect His will, if they are
not subject to Him with humili and acknowledge Him as their Lord. For
His power directs all destinies according to His judgment, including the
destinies of every nation and their rulers, since He governs with wisdom
and His activi is determined by profound love. Even if He allows people
free will and thereby allows these rulers to act and govern according to
their will, He will nevertheless appear as King of kings when the time
comes, when the spiritual and earthly adversi on earth requires Him to
resolve it by using His power. e time does not seem to have come for
the world, because the princes and kings of this world strive for a peaceful
solution, nevertheless, they will not succeed. It will fail because the one
who is Satan's servant on earth will resist it. Spiritually, however, the time
has come which necessitates a radical change, for humani no longer
acknowledges the greatest Ruler and for that reason they shall ﬁnd out the
hard way .... And once Satan's activi consists of instigating strife instead
of supporting peace, the time will also have come on earth for the King
of kings to appear and oppose the will of the earthly ruling powers with
His will .... en there will certainly be peace among humani but neither
happiness nor prosperi .... en a diﬀerent kind of adversi will start and
this, too, must be endured by people in order to prepare themselves for the
near end. For a brief period of time the earthly power will be broken, yet it
will rise again worse than ever and initiate the ﬁnal work of destruction ....
it will declare war against everything that chooses the King of kings .... it
will not accept Him, it wants all people to turn away from Him and profess
the authori which is governed by Satan and thus openly ﬁghts against
God. And then the end will come .... He will only reign for a short time in
order to relinquish his dominion for an inﬁnitely long time, for he will be
apprehended and deprived of every opportuni to reign .... And only One
will govern and this One governs in love and wisdom for the beneﬁt of
everyone who lives on earth .... ese will acknowledge the King of kings
for they became His subjects of their own free will, they have proven this by
courageously professing Him and His name before the world, before His
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adversary, and thus they will be rewarded on the new Earth with a blissful
life in paradise ....
Amen

BD 3670

received 28.01.1946

Spiritual creations ....
Beatitude ....
`Eye hath not seen ....'
Everything that is visible to you testiﬁes of My might and strength and love.
Yet My strength of love also produced invisible creations which will delight
you in the spiritual kingdom, but only when you have achieved the degree
of maturi which allows for spiritual vision. en you will indeed marvel
at My love's works of wonder, they will enchant your eye, nevertheless they
will also be comprehensible to you, for then you will recognise Me Myself
as strength and love, then you will already be so pervaded by it that you
will be able to understand that it is the primary cause of every creation, and
then you will forever glori the One Who employs His will for constant
works of love.
e spiritual creations are inconceivable to people on earth, they are
the epitome of proportion, perfection, beau and versatili , they are
exceptionally magniﬁcent formations and their ever changing appearance
makes them increasingly more wonderful to behold and they will never tire
or oversaturate the onlooker's eye but forever cause immense happiness
and gratitude towards Me, the Creator of heaven and earth. Indeed, earthly
creations occasionally also appear lovely to a person and let his heart beat
faster in the realisation that he is facing the eternal Creator, Who is almigh
and full of love. However, the most beautiful creations on earth are but a
pale reﬂection of the spiritual creations which are incomparable, since it
is not possible for My love be so evidently visible on earth because people
have not yet changed themselves into love.
But I can bestow the abundance of My love to souls which have become
love, My creative love can reveal itself to them and I can show them and
bestow on them what I have promised `Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath
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prepared for them that love Him ....'And the more profoundly a being is
able to love the more glorious will the creations become .... Profound love
gives them an insight into My reign and activi in the spiritual kingdom,
they are no longer opposite Me as imperfect beings, but have become what
I Am Myself .... love .... they are full of might and strength themselves, and
in highest perfection are able to create and shape in harmony with My will
through My strength.
No comparison can be given to people on earth about their activi in
the spiritual kingdom since it is subject to completely diﬀerent laws and
spiritual activi has nothing in common with physical activi , with work
on earth. Yet it is a blissful activi , an activi which signiﬁes supreme
happiness for the being which has become love, which can think, feel and
want, which is able to see and hear, which feels like an individual being
and yet is extremely happy in uni with other beings because it thereby
increases its strength and love and intensiﬁes its abili to be active. e
inhabitants of the spiritual world exist in a state of utterly blissful harmony,
a state which is constantly aspired to as soon as the soul has attained
realisation on earth or in the spiritual kingdom.
I would like to place all beings into this state because I love them and would
like them to behold the glories of My kingdom. For the activi of My love
constantly applies to My living creations'happiness, My love is inﬁnite and
wants to give and delight, and thus I want to make My living creations
worthy of being allowed to stay in spiritual creations; yet they themselves
have to want it, they must shape themselves into love of their own free will
so that they can be made indescribably happy in the spiritual kingdom for
all eterni ....
Amen
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received 30.01.1946

Antichrist .... End ....
e spirit of the Antichrist has been in the world since Jesus Christ accomplished of His act of Salvation. He has constantly attempted to undermine
His act, he has always and forever fought Jesus'followers, he has always
and forever driven people into heartlessness, thus he has actively opposed
Christ's will and teaching on earth, partly by means of spiritually confusing
people's thoughts and partly, in human appearance, clothed in a gown
of knowledge and intelligence. e teaching of Jesus Christ was opposed
by a human teaching at all times which aimed to weaken it, thus it was
antichristian, and this has always been Satan's work, the work of forces
from below which intended to cause people's desertion from God or to
obstruct their way to Him. And this antichristian activi is steadily on the
increase and will be blatantly self-evident before the end .... Satan himself
will be active on earth in human form, the Antichrist in person, whose
activi will be extremely ominous for the whole of the human race. For
he will initiate laws which aim to eradicate spiritually-minded thoughts,
which will prevent all spiritual endeavour and intend to entirely secularize
people. And this will be the last work of the one who ﬁghts against God,
for he will be transgressing the limit of his authori , which is relentlessly
punished by God .... e change of worldly events will be rapid, extensive
worldly changes will occur in short succession and a ruling power will
come to the fore by wanting to direct the state of aﬀairs of all nations and,
instead of order, will cause utter disorder. For his regulations will ﬁrst and
foremost apply to the suppression of all faith. He will ﬁnd many supporters
on earth, and that will be the sign for the End. For people won't resist it
but will almost unanimously profess and celebrate him as a hero and victor
whose goal they acknowledge and consequently also support.
And this will be the start of the most diﬃcult time for believers. It will
seem incomprehensible to them what is going on in the world, it will seem
incomprehensible to them that God's love and patience allow His most
sacred name to be slandered and ridiculed and Jesus Christ's followers to
be ostracized and pursued in a most brutal way. Yet they penetrate the truth
of the divine Word ever more, which has predicted all this, and thus they
also faithfully commit themselves to God's guidance. e Antichrist rages
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in a most frightening way, he dazzles people by the actions he implements
with support of strength from below .... Satan himself works through him
as the opposing spirit of the One Who works in the living creations of love
and faith, in people, who love God above all else and ﬁrmly believe in Him
and thus have to suﬀer great adversities due to God's opponent. People
will pay homage to him, they will erect altars, they will proclaim him as
the Messiah bringing salvation to them, for he will achieve feats which will
impress people, yet they will not be works of love but mere activities of
arrogance and craving for power. He will work as a human being, try to
explain his strength as human strength and oppose and deny everything
that is divine, that points to and testiﬁes of God. And his willpower will be
rock hard .... He will give orders, and anyone resisting his command will
be destroyed by him .... He will seek to prohibit all teachings of Christ, all
knowledge of Him and His act of Salvation, he will try to drag everything
through the mud and regally reward those who assist him in his quest
against Christ, just as he, full of hatred, will also take actions against His
followers ....
e Antichrist's stature will be recognisable by its external good looks, by
his physical strength .... for Satan conceals himself so as not to be recognised for who he is. And his extraordinary abilities will draw humani 's
attention to him, there will be no end of admiration. He will reside on earth
in external splendour and grandeur, in contrast to Jesus Christ Who lived
inconspicuously amongst his brothers, devoid of all earthly possessions
with a love-ﬁlled heart for his fellow human beings. But the Antichrist's
heart will be callous and unemotional towards all worldly hardship and yet
humani will jubilantly applaud him, blinded by his external brilliance
and strength. He will appear suddenly and unexpected at a time of utmost
earthly adversi and, with strong hands, promise relief, seize power and
authori without meeting any resistance, because people only pay attention to the harsh conditions on earth and ignore this hero's spirit, who
will want to distinguish himself and, with the help of like-minded people,
elevate himself as a ruler. And then the end will be near .... For the resulting
battle of faith will be the prelude to the entire work of destruction of earth
.... It will only last a short time but with such intensi that it will require
an extremely strong faith as not to succumb.
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Yet once again God Himself will confront His adversary .... For He is in
spirit amongst those who ﬁght on His behalf, and the Antichrist runs
in vain against the bastion of faith .... And he will fall from his throne
into the mire of damnation .... His government will not last long but
will cause unspeakable misery amongst the whole of humani which
will predominantly support him and abandon all faith in God, which
will believe his earthly implementations and will thus ﬁnally also share the
damnation, for it will be subject to God's adversary and therefore also share
his fate. And this will be the End .... Jesus Christ will remain victorious and
His church will continue to exist for all eterni ....
Amen
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received 09.02.1946

Call upon Me in times of need ....
Depth of faith ....
In your hours of need you only have to call Me trustingly and I will be
closer to you than ever. All mental contact with Me results in My closeness
to you because I Am a spirit Whose smallest element is within yourselves.
And if your call to Me comes from the bottom of your heart, the spiritual
spark within you, which is inseparable from Me, will strive towards Me,
the eternal spirit of the Father, and will thus draw Me to itself. Although
I Am, in fact, always close to you, I Am only perceptively close when your
will consciously strives towards Me and you request My presence. You will
feel My closeness by an inner calm taking hold of you which is the result of
your ﬁrm faith in Me and My help. Call upon Me in times of need and I will
hear you .... And if you believe that I exist and that I love you, that nothing
is impossible for My power and My will, then you will also call upon Me
with your heart and await the fulﬁlment of your request, My help, without
any doubt. And you will be helped ....
But every disbelief weakens the strength of faith, you make the working
of the spirit within yourselves impossible, you yourselves prevent it from
striving towards Me, the Father-Spirit, and it cannot give you the strength
which ﬂows from Me to you through the spiritual spark. I truly want
believing children to call My Own who utterly trust the Father's Word,
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who abandon themselves to Him in every adversi and danger, who do
not fear and become fainthearted, because they know themselves to be
safe in the protection of the loving Father.
is depth of faith makes
you outstandingly strong in spirit; it banishes every earthly and spiritual
adversi because a ﬁrm faith allows My unrestricted action and constantly
perceptible presence. en I will also be able to work visibly, I will be
able to accomplish what appears to be impossible, because the abundance
of strength is the result of profound faith by which the human being
himself, or the spiritual strength on his behalf, becomes the master of all
his worries.
Have faith and you will always receive help, by your faith let yourselves be
ﬁlled with My strength and let the spirit within you give you calmness and
certain . Your increased strength originates from Me, it is an emanation of
Myself, and hence I Am in and with you Myself, depending on the intensi
of your faith and the sinceri of your call to Me. As long as you are on
earth you will never be able to understand that I Myself, the spiritual spark
within you, love, strength and light, are One, that I Am therefore always
present where the spirit can work in you, where love is practised, and I
Am recognisable as strength and light .... If you could understand this you
would no longer doubt. But you should try to understand it and should
ask the spirit within you to inform you and to shed light on what is yet
inexplicable to you, on what you don't understand .... And the spirit within
you will teach you .... And again, it is Me Who teaches you, Who wants to
draw you to Him and give you truth so that you can ﬁnd Me, so that your
senses are directed towards the spirit and you desire to contact the FatherSpirit. en your faith will become ever more profound and stronger, you
will always and forever know Me, you will feel My constant presence and
with complete calm submit yourselves to My guidance, and truly, you will
be guided well on this earth, you will take the right path which leads to
your eternal home and safely reach your destination ....
Amen
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Praying with humili ....
True prayer requires true humili , only then will it be pleasing to Me,
for humili towards Me is also proof of love for Me, because love will
never want to dominate but only ever be of help .... Anyone who therefore
appeals to Me with a feeling of love in his heart will also be able to humbly
approach Me and I will respond to his love and grant Him My grace ....
However, anyone lacking true humili merely sends a fearful call to Me,
Whom he certainly acknowledges in his heart but Whom he does not love
because he has not become love himself and, because he does not love his
neighbour, cannot receive love and grace from Me either. is is also o en
the reason why prayers remain unanswered, for I request humili of heart
since it is the evidence of love for Me. Humili of heart excludes every
arrogant thought, it excludes heartless actions, for love and humili go
together and are not in opposition to each other. is is why a humble
heart is well-pleasing to Me and which I will provide with grace and love in
abundance. Profound humili , however, does not show itself in a person's
external demeanour, for this is at all times abhorred by Me .... Humili
towards Me only manifests itself in prayer and humili towards another
person in helpful neighbourly love. External gestures, however, o en feign
humili while the heart does not feel it. I, however, look at the soul's
motivation .... I won't let Myself be deceived by appearances, and therefore
the sign of My grace will only rarely be found where an outward appearance
of humili is given, where fellow human beings are intended to recognise
such in gestures, in attitudes or humbly sounding words ....
I only pay attention to the humili of heart and these are the people I
consider, although outwardly they assert themselves and don't display any
kind of subservience. But anyone who actively engages himself in helpful
neighbourly love will not elevate himself, he will always remain a servant
of the Lord, for he complies with My commandment, he lives up to what
his Lord requested of him, he subordinates himself to My will without
having been forced to do so. And if he thus prays to Me his request will
likewise be that of a servant to his Lord or that of a child to its Father,
to Whom it subordinates itself in love and profoundly humbly entrusts
its worries to Him .... it will not demand but request, which is a sign of
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humili , the acknowledgement of the One Who should grant its prayer ....
and its request will not remain unheard .... Pray correctly and your wishes
shall always be granted .... request but don't demand .... remain deeply
humble in your heart so that My grace can ﬂow into you and know that
I will never require an external gesture, that external gestures are never
pleasing to Me because they easily become a cover for those who are not
profoundly truthful, who want to deceive and whose hearts feel diﬀerent
than it seems. erefore take no notice of them or copy them, but be of
loving service to your neighbour and you will be graced by true humili of
heart which will ﬁnd My pleasure and which I will be able to reward with
grace in abundance ....
Amen
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received 14.02.1946

Serious scrutiny and will for truth ....
All information must be scrutinised ﬁrst before a person accepts it as
absolute spiritual truth, that is, before it becomes his possession. And
the sincere will to possess the truth must form the basis of this scrutiny.
Consequently, he must turn to Me, the eternal Truth Itself, and appeal to
Me for enlightenment of his spirit, for turning his thoughts in the right
direction and providing him with the intellectual capaci to comprehend
and form an opinion. And he will truly not be led astray by Me if he desires
the truth .... You must remember that it is always and forever My goal
to guide My living creations into truth, and that the human being can be
certain of receiving the truth providing his will strives for it. I only need
his will in order to convey the truth to him. However, where this will is not
sincere, where it is merely replaced by words and thus his desire for truth
is not recognisable by Me, as I Am even able to look into the furthermost
corners of his heart, the human being will hardly be able to carry out a
serious examination and therefore not possess the complete truth from Me.
All spiritual information is available to him, he does not defend himself
against misguided teachings, but neither does he recognise the truth as
such; he allows himself to be pushed into a traditional school of thought
without actively investigating its value. Nevertheless, one day he will have
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to justi himself for his thoughts and intentions because he failed to use
his gi of intellect and thereby prevented his own spiritual ascent. Nor will
he be be able to use his conscientious observance of the rules given to him
as an excuse, because the right relationship with the eternal Father makes
every person also realise his task on earth, and once the human being has
established this right relationship with Me, he will consider Me and My
will more important than the laws he was given by those whom he regards
as My representatives on earth. And he will give greater credence to My
Words, because I inﬂuence the thoughts of those who want to be My true
children in order to lead them into truth. I only require the human being's
sincere will .... If it is inclined towards Me, then the human being will
soon feel as My child and will willingly accept every gi from the Father's
hand with gratitude, he will rather accept what he receives from Me Myself
than from those who call themselves My representatives on earth. For the
heart of a true child will always tend towards the Father's heart, it will take
the direct path and won't try to attain the Father's love and kindness in a
roundabout way. And I will also always cross its path so that it will be able
to ﬁnd Me with ease .... And what better gi could I possibly oﬀer more
gladly to My child than the purest truth? .... ose of you who have not yet
established direct contact with Me, who still adhere to external formalities
too ﬁrmly and don't want to relinquish them, should bear in mind that I
Am not to be found in the external shell but that I want to be recognised
within yourselves in order to then be present for you at all times. Engage
your intellect and form a mental opinion about the information you receive
from external sources. And call upon Me for assistance .... And I will help
you to recognise what is right and true and liberate you from error, for only
the pure truth will lead you to Me, only the pure truth will gain you eternal
life .... And therefore you should diligently endeavour to know the truth if
you want to become blissfully happy ....
Amen
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